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Methodology
Fintech deal data
Fintech deal data in this report
derives from Mergermarket’s
database. Transactions with a
deal value greater than or equal
to US$5m are included (except for
some minority stake acquisitions
where a higher threshold applies).
If deal value is undisclosed, deals are
included on the basis of a reported
or estimated deal value greater than
or equal to US$5m or if the target’s
turnover/revenue is greater than or
equal to US$10m. If neither deal value
nor target revenue is disclosed, other
indicators are used.
The following criteria had to be
satisfied in order for a deal to be
defined as “fintech”:
1. One of the target’s key features
must be its potential to advance the
technological capacity of a financial
department or institution.
2. If the buyer is a bank or other
financial institution, it must be

clear from the deal description
that the target technology,
however versatile, is being
acquired primarily to advance the
buyer’s technological capacity
within the area of finance.
3. For all buyers, the target
technology must be directly
related to finance and not
something that can be used
exclusively for other purposes,
e.g. , general data analysis.
4. For all buyers, the main driver
for the deal must be related to
advancing or expanding the
buyer’s technological capacity
within the area of finance; financial
technology cannot be simply a
minor element of the deal.
The deal description of the
target is the first port of call in
deciding whether a deal qualifies
as fintech. The buyers can
be anything from banks to
corporations, so long as the

fintech deal criteria are satisfied.
Online platforms/apps that
provide information, comparison,
consulting, or intermediation on
financial products and services are
not considered fintech. Technology
that primarily supports accounting/
tax/payroll is not regarded as fintech.
Fintech survey
In the second quarter of 2019,
Mergermarket surveyed 100 senior
executives from bank and financial
institutions (33), private equity and
venture capital houses active in
fintech investment (33) and fintech
corporates (34). The respondents
were based in North America (40),
Europe (40) and Asia-Pacific (20).
The survey included a
combination of qualitative and
quantitative questions, and all
interviews were conducted over
the telephone by appointment.
Mergermarket collated and
analyzed the results, all of which
are anonymized and presented in
aggregate in this report.
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Introduction
Technology in various forms
has underpinned the financial
services industry for decades,
from payment processing to
ATM machines. But while the
financial services industry has
been highly innovative in product
development, widespread
technological advances were
traditionally slow to take hold.
Over the past decade, new
technologies have taken root.
Widescale mobile adoption,
coupled with expansive internet
penetration as well as the
emergence of a digital-native
generation, laid the foundation
for initial adoption of new financial
technologies, particularly in
connection with payments. The
early emergence of technology
in the payments subsector is now
being matched by innovation
across other portions of the sector,
such as wealth management, and
the maturation of the industry
is leading to further advances in
cross-sector technologies such as
security and FX settlement.
The advance of fintech has
been driven in major part by the
growth of new fintech challengers
to the financial services industry.
Unencumbered by legacy systems,
often less burdened by regulation
and more willing to shake off
traditional industry assumptions,
fintech challengers are capturing
market share and changing the
way the industry does business.
As these companies mature,
mergers and acquisitions (M&A)

present an opportunity to advance
their capabilities and expand into
adjacent areas.
As fintech challengers have
proven themselves, established
banks and other financial institutions
have taken note. Initially exploring
a range of alternative approaches
to fintech, banks sought to develop
solutions themselves, through
industry consortia and partnerships
with fintech corporates. As fintech
advances and becomes more
central to business strategies, M&A
increasingly represents an important
tool for building fintech capabilities.
Private equity (PE) and venture
capital (VC) firms, meanwhile, are
eyeing fast-maturing portions
of the fintech sector, platform
opportunities and technologies
that will enable the next phase of
growth in the sector.
In this report, we take the
temperature of today’s fintech
M&A market, including the pace at
which deals are taking place, the
key areas of focus, the challenges
and opportunities identified by
core market participants, and their
expectations of what lies ahead.
A comprehensive data analysis and
input from 100 senior executives
from banks and other financial
institutions (including asset
managers), fintech businesses, and
PE and VC firms around the world
provide perspectives on the future
of the technology and the dealmaking around it. We hope you find
the results interesting and valuable.
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Fintech M&A activity has accelerated but
not peaked

5x

92%
70%
55%
86%

more �ntech deals, approximately, were done in 2018 than in 2010.

of all respondents expect �ntech M&A activity to increase further in the next year, even after
signi�cant increases over the past several years.

and 68% of European and North American �rms, respectively, expect �ntech M&A activity
to increase signi�cantly over the next 12 months.

of banks and other �nancial institutions expect to close three or more �ntech M&A deals
next year.
of all respondents say �ntech deal premiums are higher than for non-�ntech deals.

Fintech deals are not without their challenges

65%

of �ntech corporates
have come up against
regulatory approval
issues in their �ntech
M&A deals.

61%

of banks and other �nancial
institutions say they found
establishing valuations
very di�cult in their latest
�ntech deal.

67%

of PE/VC investors say
conducting thorough due
diligence on intellectual
property was very di�cult
in their latest �ntech deal.

70%

of banks and other
�nancial institutions say
their latest �ntech deal
extended their regulatory
and compliance obligations.
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Strategic acquirors are increasingly focusing
on �ntech deal-making
90%+

of �ntech �rms say they have purchased a �ntech company or business in
the past two years and expect to buy another one in the next two years.

79%

of �ntech �rms believe �ntech M&A is critical or transformative to their
overall business strategy, with the remaining 21% �nding it very important.

73%

of banks and other �nancial institutions say the need to improve customer
experience and outreach is one of the leading drivers for their next
strategic �ntech acquisition.

72%

of banks and other �nancial institutions expect to purchase a �ntech
company in the next two years (versus only 48% that have purchased a
company in the prior two years and only 12% that cite M&A as the most
important investment they made in furthering �ntech capabilities).

67%

of PE/VC �rms describe �ntech M&A as very important to their business
strategy, with 30% saying it is critical or transformative.

66%

of �ntech corporates are focused on �ntech M&A to drive product/
service expansion.

57%

banks and other �nancial institutions believe transforming their business
models and addressing industry disruption are leading drivers for their
next �ntech acquisition.
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Section 1
An accelerating momentum
Fintech has already confirmed its position as a high-growth investment
opportunity over the past decade, with market data showing volumes
and values climbing steadily. The future looks just as strong, driven by
consumers, as well as a potential wave of consolidation coupled with a
greater appreciation for the technology’s transformative power.

1,375+

�ntech M&A deals were completed between 2010 and 2018.

US$200bn+

total disclosed value of �ntech M&A in the same period.

5x

more �ntech deals, approximately, were done in 2018 than in 2010.

17%

of �ntech deals in 2018 were in online/mobile payments technology,
the biggest proportion of all �ntech subsector deals that year.
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rather than global, in nature: only
12% of U.S. deal activity represents
inbound M&A as compared to 38% of
global deal activity crossing borders.
U.S. M&A has also seen a marked
increase in activity, with strategic (as
opposed to PE) deals representing
68% of U.S. M&A volume in 2018
versus 59% in 2016. Global growth
in strategic versus PE acquisitions
was more modest, rising from 68%
to 72%.
Drilling down to the subsector
level, specific fintech trends become
apparent. The technology behind

online and mobile payments,
investment and wealth management,
back and middle-office functions and
trading platforms have all driven M&A
in the sector for much of the past
decade. Deals in subsectors that have
already experienced a fair bit of M&A
activity, such as online and mobile
banking, or those that are still nascent,
including cryptocurrency, have
maintained slow but steady growth
over the same period.
The increase in online and mobile
payments deals is not surprising,
given the rise in both customer and
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FIGURE 1: ANNUAL DEAL VOLUME OF FINTECH M&A BY REGION, 2010-2018
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FIGURE 2: ANNUAL DEAL VALUE OF FINTECH M&A BY REGION, 2010-2018
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For tech entrepreneurs, PE firms and
executives working in the world’s
largest banks, financial technology
has existed and evolved for years,
but advances have been slow
due to cultural and legacy system
challenges. As enabling technologies
have become more sophisticated
and new entrants challenge
incumbent financial institutions,
convergence has accelerated across
the financial services sector.
Fintech M&A deal activity in
recent years reflects this new
financial services landscape.
According to Mergermarket data,
there were almost 1,400 fintech
acquisitions between 2010 and 2018,
with total disclosed values in excess
of US$200bn. Deal-making grew
significantly during that period, with
nearly five times more deals done in
2018 than there were in 2010, across
all regions and across both strategic
deals and PE buyouts.
Deal sizes have also climbed
steadily over the years, reaching
noteworthy peaks with eBay’s spinoff of PayPal in 2015 and the purchase
of an undisclosed stake by a group of
PE investors in China’s massive online
payment platform, Ant Financial, in
2018. There have also already been
several mega-deals in 2019, from
the acquisition of Worldpay by FIS
for a reported US$35bn to Global
Payments’ acquisition of TSYS for
US$21.5bn.
While the increase in M&A
has been global, trends have
varied slightly across regions.
For example, while the European
fintech market has enjoyed more
deal volume than other regions
in recent years, values historically
remained somewhat lower—it
has only just caught up with the
U.S.—reflecting a robust trading
environment, with more regional
leaders and fewer mega-deals.
Deal volume in the U.S.,
meanwhile, was almost 50% higher
than that of APAC between 2010
and 2018, though APAC deal values
have outpaced the U.S. over the past
three years as China’s banking and
payments giants continue to flex their
financial muscle. U.S. deal volume
also illustrates it is more domestic,
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FIGURE 3: ANNUAL DEAL VOLUME OF FINTECH PE BUYOUTS BY REGION, 2010-2018
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merchant demand, coupled with the
growing sophistication in e-wallet
options, as well as the popularity of
contactless payment options. The
subsector accounted for 17% of all
fintech M&A volume in 2018 alone,
and over a third of all fintech deals in
APAC between 2016 and 2018.
As pointed out by one APAC
respondent in our survey, the head
of growth, global and strategic
partnerships at a fintech corporate
in China: “I expect the top trends
in fintech over the next five years
to continue to focus on payment
methods, seamless customer
journey maps and constant
innovation. Small- and medium-sized
enterprises with the potential to
create and deliver on related services
will be chosen as potential acquisition
targets over others to strengthen
businesses by adding value to their
services or product range.”
This is particularly true in the
U.S., where the payments market
is somewhat more mature. The
proportion of investment and wealth
management deals has overtaken
online and mobile payments deals
over the past three years.
And in EMEA, where online and
mobile payments technology has
remained at the top of deal activity for
the past few years, investment and
wealth management deals are now
catching up.
As for future fintech trends,
respondents in our survey point
to security and fraud prevention
taking center stage, with mobile
payments and online banking
becoming increasingly mainstream.
Automation technology, robotics and
data-driven intelligent tools will also
feature prominently, as the financial
services sector pursues an even more
seamless journey for its customers.
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FIGURE 5: ANNUAL DEAL VOLUME OF FINTECH M&A BY SUBSECTOR, 2016-2018
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Section 02
Competing in a maturing market
Even with the increase in fintech M&A activity over the past
few years, fintech is poised for further expansion as areas
like payments grow more sophisticated and advances in data
analysis, AI and blockchain enable new technologies across
fintech subsectors.

92%

of respondents overall expect
�ntech deal-making activity to
increase over the next 12 months.

70% and 68%

of European and North American
�rms, respectively, expect a
signi�cant increase in �ntech M&A
activity in the next 12 months.

55%

of banks and other �nancial institutions
expect to close three or more �ntech
M&A deals next year.

86%

of respondents overall say the
premiums on �ntech deals are
higher than those on
non-�ntech assets.
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financial services have contributed
to an increase in fintech M&A activity
in that area, so that both the breadth
and depth of the fintech M&A pool
has expanded. In addition, certain
areas within fintech have matured
to the point where consolidation has
also become a driver of M&A activity,
leading to a number of mega-deals
already announced this year.”
As a result, fintech M&A is
now a central plank of the growth
strategies in a significant proportion
of financial services firms, according
to Edward Black, co-head of Ropes
& Gray’s technology, media and
telecommunications group. He argues
that the sheer scale of this challenge is
a primary driver for M&A in the sector.

“The addressable market for
a consumer fintech solution is
anyone who ever makes a payment
for anything—which is basically
everyone,” he says. “That extends
across every area of the financial
services market.
“In investment management, for
example, while a human platform of
advisers and brokers sat on top of the
technology until very recently, today,
consumers and institutions alike want
it on their phone.”
This change of pace is set to be
global. The majority of European
(70%) and North American (68%)
firms anticipate significantly
increased fintech M&A activity over
the next 12 months. Expectations

FIGURE 10: HOW DO INVESTORS EXPECT FINTECH M&A ACTIVITY WILL CHANGE OVER
THE NEXT 12 MONTHS?
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FIGURE 11: HOW DO INVESTORS IN DIFFERENT REGIONS EXPECT FINTECH M&A ACTIVITY
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The pace of fintech M&A is set
to increase. The maturation of
the fintech sector has grown its
M&A appeal across buyer groups
with banks and other financial
institutions, fintech corporates, and
PE and VC investors all expecting
further increases in fintech M&A.
Even with a major increase in M&A
activity over the past two years, almost
all respondents to our survey (92%)
expect to invest more capital in fintech
acquisitions in the coming year than
they did in the past 12 months. Almost
three-quarters (73%) of fintech
corporates expect the increase in
overall M&A activity to be significant,
while 67% of PE and VC firms, as well
as 52% of banks and other financial
institutions, say the same.
More than half of the latter group
in our survey expect to close three or
more fintech M&A deals next year. In
the PE and VC space, meanwhile, dealmaking is anticipated to be even more
enthusiastic: just over half believe
they will complete five deals or more,
almost double that of the previous
year. Volume expectations are slightly
lower among fintech companies,
which are often smaller than banks and
other financial institutions, but they
too trend toward increased activity.
These views are the result of a
confluence of factors. For example,
over the years, fintech innovation
has taken place largely outside of
financial institutions, says Matthew
Jacobson, a partner in Ropes &
Gray’s M&A practice and co-head
of the firm’s technology, media and
telecommunications group. But
banks and other financial institutions
that were once resistant to the idea
of buying or partnering with fintech
firms are now changing their view,
particularly given the number of
upstart players gaining traction in
the marketplace.
“The maturation of fintech
corporates and increased adoption
of fintech tools, particularly by
consumers, have evolved fintech
companies into buyers of, and targets
for, both PE investors and financial
institutions, and created demand for
new technologies to further advance
security and capabilities. At the same
time, advances in asset management
and enterprise software focused on

11

are slightly more muted in Asia, with
just 45% anticipating a significant
uptick, though a further 50% expect
a moderate increase in deal-making.
Very few players in the fintech arena
are expecting M&A activity to stay
the same in the next year.
The CFO of a Danish fintech
business puts it this way: “Fintech
M&A is so important because of the
multiple possibilities that it offers,
from providing more layers of security
to creating a more streamlined
experience for customers.”

FINTECH INVESTMENT SPANS
THE LIFECYCLE OF TARGETS

Acquirers are broad-minded about
the perfect time to buy a fintech
asset, with most saying they would
consider investing at various stages
of a company’s maturity lifecycle.
However, the most popular
stages for both fintech corporates and
banks and other financial institutions
are post-start-up (but pre-revenue)
and expansion stages, reflecting the
desire to have technology or business
models proven. It also underscores

the goals of targeting changes
in business models or improving
capabilities or customer experiences,
rather than seeking synergies or
simply acquiring customers.
There is less concentration
among financial investors, reflecting
the various focus areas emphasized
by different funds. VCs are the most
comfortable at the early stages, with
PE investors more opportunistic
across the spectrum.
“The biggest worry for most
PE investors is that so many fintech

FIGURE 12: HOW MANY FINTECH M&A DEALS HAVE YOU COMPLETED IN THE LAST YEAR? HOW MANY DO YOU EXPECT
TO COMPLETE NEXT YEAR? (NUMBERS IN BLUE SEMI-CIRCLES REPRESENT PERCENTAGES OF RESPONSES)
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sure the target’s management
understands that transition. And
with any new business or technology,
it’s a challenge to wrap your head
around exactly what that could be.”

94%

of VC firms would consider investing
in or buying a fintech firm during the
seed/concept stage

FIGURE 13: PLEASE STATE WHETHER YOU WOULD CONSIDER INVESTING IN OR BUYING A FINTECH FIRM DURING EACH OF THE
FOLLOWING STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT? (NUMBERS IN BLUE SEMI-CIRCLES REPRESENT PERCENTAGES OF RESPONSES)
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companies are very new,” says
Eric Issadore, a partner in Ropes and
Gray’s private equity transactions
group. “PE investors need to make
sure they understand the target’s
current business model and how
that fits with the model they hope to
establish. Many fintech firms start
with one vision and that morphs
into another, but they don’t reset
their fundamental business model.
Investors need to understand both
what the company was and what
they want it to become, and to make
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Section 03
Leveraging new opportunities
Beyond an overall upward trend, fintech M&A is increasingly being driven
by active strategic buyers. The original fintech disruptors are now acquiring
companies to both advance their core offerings and expand into adjacent
areas. Banks and other financial institutions, meanwhile, have increased
their emphasis on developing fintech capabilities, including through M&A.

LEVERAGING NEW OPPORTUNITIES

85%

of banks and other �nancial institutions
say �ntech M&A is very important
to their overall business strategy,
with the remaining 15% saying it
is critical or transformative.

79%

of �ntech �rms believe �ntech
M&A is critical or transformative
to their overall business strategy.

73%

of PE and VC �rms say buying
a �ntech business has been the
most signi�cant action they have
taken to develop their �ntech
capabilities in the past two years.

73%

of banks and other �nancial institutions
say improving customer experience and
outreach will be one of the leading drivers
for their next strategic �ntech purchase.
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remain focused on future prospects
for the business.”
Unsurprisingly in this context,
more than three-quarters (79%) of
fintech corporates describe M&A
as critical or transformative to their
business strategy. Similarly, every
banking respondent regards fintech
M&A as very important to their overall
business strategy, at the very least,
with similar numbers of PE and VC
respondents saying the same.
In some cases, M&A is the most
vital element of businesses’ plans for
developing their fintech capabilities.
Some 79% of fintech corporates say
purchasing a fintech business has
been their most significant action in
this regard over the past two years.
By contrast, banks and other
financial institutions are emphasizing
M&A as part of a broader strategic
approach. Says Jacobson,
“Historically, large institutions were
wary of new entrants and many were
slow to adopt fintech as a focus, and
then they often sought to implement
their own solutions. As disruptive

FIGURE 14: HOW IMPORTANT IS FINTECH M&A TO YOUR OVERALL
BUSINESS STRATEGY?

30%

3%

67%

21%
PE/VC active in
�ntech investment

15%

85%

Critical/transformative
Very important
Slightly to moderately important

Bank and
�nancial institution

of banks and other financial institutions
say they have purchased/commissioned
a fintech product and/or service to
develop their fintech capabilities
over the past two years
companies accelerated their impact,
institutions began partnering more
frequently, and now M&A has become
an integral tool for them as well.”
The survey confirms that banks
and other financial institutions are
more likely to have pursued different
strategies for developing fintech
capabilities. Every single respondent
in this group has purchased or
commissioned a fintech product,
while almost three-quarters (73%)
have entered a joint venture with
a fintech corporate. In addition,
almost two-thirds (61%) regard their
purchase or commission of a fintech
product as their most important
step toward developing fintech
capabilities, while 18% cite taking
a minority stake in such a firm.
This is set to continue. For
example, 78% of banks and other
financial institutions expect to
purchase a minority stake in a fintech
business over the next two years;
72% anticipate an outright purchase.
FINTECH STRATEGIES ARE
BECOMING MORE REFINED

79%

Fintech corporate

100%

The reasons for the increased focus
on fintech M&A also reflect the
strategic nature of the activity. For
fintech acquirors, the lure of fintech
is wide-ranging—but above all, it
is a battleground for the future of
financial services.
“Fintech corporates have
matured in large part because they
improved customer experiences,
forcing large financial institutions
to respond,” argues Ropes & Gray’s
Jacobson. “At the same time, both
fintech corporates and financial
institutions are now trying to
leverage their strengths to extend
their reach.”
Many fintech businesses began
in a relatively narrow industry niche,

LEVERAGING NEW OPPORTUNITIES

As fintech momentum has increased,
technology has become increasingly
critical to strategies in the industry.
“The financial services industry is
responding to consumer demands,”
says Ropes & Gray’s Jacobson. “The
emergence of tech-savvy customers
demanding improved experiences
is driving fintech as a strategic
investment, whether by fintech
corporates that are looking to expand
core capabilities, or by financial
institutions looking to improve
customer experiences or transform
their business models. And where
investment is in core strategic areas,
owning the functionality is frequently
viewed as important.”
As the CFO of a fintech
business based in the U.S. explains:
“Customer experience is one of the
most important elements of the
business and we have to keep up
with the system enhancements and
new technological resources that
they expect. New technology has
prompted the need for change, but
we have to make sure those changes
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or with an innovative product and
service technology that offered
exciting but somewhat limited
applications. M&A gives them the
chance to build more sophisticated
capabilities, increase security and
expand into new product areas.
“It is more straightforward to
build technology than it is to meet
all the regulatory requirements
involved in running a securities
market or a bank,” says Ropes &
Gray’s Black. “We’re seeing the
growth of technology-based
companies that go into financial
services environments and provide
targeted technology that offers
the functionality required—often
at a fraction of the cost—but as a

61%

processor rather than a regulated
entity. These companies move
quickly and can become either
targets or new buyers as they
use speed to further entrench
themselves with customers.”
Financial institutions are
responding to new capabilities
introduced by start-ups and
hoping to leverage their scale to
surpass the new players. Equally,
however, financial institutions
are excited by the promise of
operational improvements,
enhanced efficiencies and reduced
costs. And for a significant number
of these organizations, fintech
offers an opportunity to pivot their
business model.

of banks and financial institutions
say purchasing or commissioning a
service from a fintech business has
been their most significant step in
developing their fintech capabilities
over the past two years

73%

of PE and VC firms say the same
about purchasing a fintech business

94 97

Fintech corporate

Invested material
amounts in R&D
in-house

94 91

PE/VC active in
�ntech investment

Purchased a
�ntech company
or business

91 100

Bank and �nancial
institution
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FIGURE 15: WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING HAVE YOU DONE TO DEVELOP YOUR FINTECH CAPABILITIES IN THE LAST TWO YEARS?
AND WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING DO YOU EXPECT TO DO IN THE NEXT TWO YEARS? (ALL THAT APPLY, NUMBERS IN BLUE SEMICIRCLES REPRESENT PERCENTAGES OF RESPONSES)
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key driver (with 54% saying that it is
the most important); more than half
(57%) also cite the opportunity to
transform their business model as a
top factor.
By contrast, two-thirds (66%)
of fintech corporates are hoping
to expand their products and are
focused on M&A as a tool for IP
acquisition, with fewer focused on
customer experience or business
models, given these corporates
were formed on the basis of
improved customer experiences
and new business models. Fintech
corporates are also more likely to
focus on geographic expansion and
other factors linked to growth rather
than refinement.

FIGURE 16: IF YOUR NEXT FINTECH ACQUISITION
WILL BE A FINANCIAL INVESTMENT, WHAT ARE
MOST LIKELY TO BE THE PRIMARY GOALS OF
THE DEAL? (TOP THREE*)
PE/VC active in �ntech investment
Acquisition of technology/IP
69%

Expansion of the service or product o�ering
56%

Transformation of business model/addressing
disruptive technology or models

WHERE IS THE FOCUS IN
FINTECH INVESTMENT?

56%

Fintech is spreading across
financial services, with the growth
in payments driving new solutions.
Advances in AI and data are leading
to further developments and
broader fintech adoption
requiring new security innovations.
Similarly, compliance and
settlement tools have improved,
making enterprise software an
area of increasing activity.

Improvement to the customer experience and
customer outreach (e.g., mobile apps)
41%

Protection against threat and/or risks (including fraud)
25%
*Top five results shown only

FIGURE 17: IF YOUR NEXT FINTECH ACQUISITION WILL BE A STRATEGIC INVESTMENT, WHAT WILL BE THE TOP FACTORS
DRIVING THE DEAL? (TOP THREE AND MOST IMPORTANT*)
Fintech corporate
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business geographically

Bank and �nancial institution
80%

73%

53%
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Expansion of the service
or product o�ering

Top three
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54%

13%
Acquisition of
technology/IP

57%
7%

Improvement to the customer
experience and customer
outreach (e.g., mobile apps)

Transformation of business
model/addressing
disruptive technology
or models

3%
Ability to expand the
business geographically

*Top five results shown only
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In the PE and VC arena,
meanwhile, buyers are attracted
to the returns available from
high-growth, early-stage fintech
businesses. But many are also
focused on building portfolios of
businesses with complementary
technologies and intellectual
property assets, where there may
be opportunities for each individual
investment to leverage the knowledge
and expertise of other holdings.
“PE firms typically move into an
industry where start-ups have been
growing consistently over several
years,” says Ropes & Gray’s Issadore.
“PE investors hope to take those
businesses from late-stage venture
companies to more established
businesses. It seems to be a natural
progression, so I anticipate a lot
more PE involvement in either
standalone fintech investments
or by building platforms.”
These different desires
and ambitions are reflected in
respondents’ views on their goals
for both strategic and financial
M&A. For example, almost threequarters (73%) of banks and other
financial institutions planning a
fintech acquisition say the need to
improve customer experience is a
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Fintech corporate

FIGURE 18: WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING AREAS OF FINTECH HAVE YOU INVESTED IN OVER THE PAST TWO YEARS? AND WHICH
OF THE FOLLOWING DO YOU EXPECT TO INVEST IN OVER THE NEXT TWO YEARS?
(ALL THAT APPLY, NUMBERS IN BLUE SEMI-CIRCLES REPRESENT PERCENTAGES OF RESPONSES)
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FIGURE 19: WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING AREAS DO YOU EXPECT TO BE THE FASTEST
GROWING/MOST ACTIVE OVER THE NEXT TWO YEARS? (TOP THREE)
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As the managing director of a
Dutch financial institution explains,
“These complex technologies can
support our core financial activities.
Technologies we’re looking for
include artificial intelligence, robotics
and tools that aid collaboration with
other sectors.”
At the same time, the sector has
matured to the point where areas
of financial services that were once
reluctant to invest in fintech are
now considering their options. For
example, respondents in the survey
are interested in the potential of
fintech in asset management, where
transformation has proceeded at a
slightly slower pace.
Just over two-thirds (67%) of
respondents in banks and other
financial services have invested in
fintech related to wealth and asset
management over the past two
years, while 79% expect to do so in
the future.
“The asset management
industry has pioneered many
things, but these have mainly
been investment products,” says
Paulita Pike, a partner in the asset
management group at Ropes & Gray.
“The industry has not historically
been innovative when it comes to
technology, so it’s not surprising
that it hasn’t been a leader in using
fintech to engage with clients. It’s
not necessarily reluctance. The
industry has just come a little bit
later to the game than other areas
of financial services.”
Advances in areas such as
robo-advice now offer a means for
many in financial services to tap into
a growing millennial customer base,
and to extend their reach beyond the
wealthiest customer segments paying
for bespoke, face-to-face counsel—
but as Pike points out, the use of clientfacing technology can be complicated,
especially in asset management.
“For example, with registered
products, there’s an entire
distribution framework that uses
intermediaries—investors who go to
those intermediaries are not known
to the fund and registered advisers.
If you don’t have direct contact with
a significant portion of your client
base, something like robo-advisor
technology may not be a priority, even
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31%
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if you recognize that it is important.
However, this technology could help
funds reach new audiences, including
a younger generation that expects
that sort of interaction.”
In some ways, this wait-and-see
approach has served asset managers
well. It has allowed them to see how
others are using technology, how
they might improve on it, and what
works and what does not.
“There’s no question that the
entire fintech space is being explored
and pursued in asset management,
from efficiencies in back office
operations to how relationships
with intermediaries might be
affected,” says Pike. “For example,
there are questions about how
blockchain might be used in custodial
relationships or trading relationships.
This is technology that an investor or
client wouldn’t see, but it’s important
because it can create efficiencies that
allow for lower-cost products, which
is hugely important to an industry
that has seen a significant decrease in
profit margin.”
Other areas of interest for buyers
include data analytics and modeling,
which offer customer-facing
opportunities in sales and marketing,
alongside a string of internal
possibilities, such as enhanced
operational efficiency and better
fraud detection.
“Personalization has become one
of the core activities of our business
since the onset of ecommerce and
online banking,” says the head of
strategy and corporate development
in a fintech company based in the
U.S. “These aspects are increasingly
important to customers and have
become a deciding factor for them.
Also, real-time analysis and the
facilities to grow through that analysis
will also be an important focus in the
coming years.”
“Data management for
personalization is essential to provide
customers not just with the services
we think they need, but also those
that they hope for,” adds the head
of growth, global and strategic
partnerships at a fintech corporate
in China.
Elsewhere, payments remain
broadly a key area of fintech activity,
though the focus has shifted

somewhat, perhaps because areas
within payments have matured while
others are advancing to address new
complexities and functionality. For
instance, 64% of banks have focused
on online/mobile payments, but only
42% expect this to continue in the
two years to come, while their deal
activity in card-based technologies
and merchant services is expected
to increase. Fintech corporates in
the payments space have a different
focus, with their interest in mobile
payments growing but merchant
services shrinking after the megadeals of 2019.
Areas of interest to PE firms
include payment transaction
security, as it has broad application
and will continue to grow as new
fintech applications catch on: 58% of
PE and VC firms expect to continue
investing in this area.
“I anticipate the top trending
area of fintech to be cybersecurity,
given the increased emphasis on
conducting business activities online
and having primarily digital setups
within organizations, among clients
and with your customer base,” says
the managing director and co-head
of financial services at a PE/VC
active in fintech investment based
in the U.S. “It requires a company to
remain proactive in terms of making
sure there is no breach.”
The same percentage (58%) of PE
and VC respondents cite merchant
services technology, though their
interest in card-based payments and
products is beginning to wane; while
67% have done deals in this area over
the past two years, only 42% now
anticipate further transactions.
For the most part, these
expectations depend on where
respondents sit within the financial
services ecosystem. For example,
roughly half of PE and VC investors
and fintech companies believe
payment transaction security is
going to be an especially active
and fast-growing area of the
market. Banks and other financial
institutions, for which commercial
customers are crucial, most
commonly expect innovation around
merchant services, international
money transfers and payments to
drive M&A in the next two years.

WILL DATA PAY DIVIDENDS?

The potential to drive business
value through data analytics tools
has captured the imagination
of every industry, including
financial services. Data is seen as
transformative, offering a route to
major business model changes, as
well as untapped revenue streams.
“Effective data analytics give
you the power to better understand
your customer and broaden the
value proposition you present
to them,” argues Ropes & Gray’s
Jacobson. “For example, a payments
company with deep visibility into
a small business’ cash flows and
transaction activity could develop
new algorithms to assess loan risk
or predict customer needs.”
The question is, how best to
apply those tools for the greatest
gains? Fintech businesses tend
to be more single-minded in their
approach to data, while banks and
financial institutions are taking
steps to leverage the power of data
through various channels.
For fintech firms, data that
supports customer-facing activity
within their own organization is of
greatest interest. As more fintech
companies seek to commercialize
their innovation and accelerate their
growth, this focus on the customer
makes sense. More than half (56%)
say the opportunity to enhance their
customer data management—from
analyzing transaction data to studying
social media posts—will most likely
drive their investment in data analytics
over the next two years.
PE and VC investors agree
with this customer-centric view:
46% believe real-time intelligence
gathering around consumer behavior
will drive activity in analytics M&A
within financial services in the next
two years. This area of the fintech
market is growing exponentially as
financial services firms seek solutions
that will enable them to stay one step
ahead of their customer base.
Banks and other financial
institutions, meanwhile, are
considering investments in a diverse
range of data-related opportunities,
with the goal of implementing those
solutions within their organizations. In
almost every area of business activity,
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FIGURE 20: WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING APPLICATIONS DO YOU THINK ARE MOST LIKELY
TO DRIVE INVESTMENT IN DATA ANALYTICS OVER THE NEXT TWO YEARS FOR THE
FINANCIAL INDUSTRY AS A WHOLE? (TOP TWO)
Predictive analytics (e.g., the analysis of various data sources to predict future trends and events such as prices,
customer life events, movement in stock markets, etc.)

44%

37%
28%

Customer data management (e.g., smarter data governance including social media activity and transaction details,
and the extraction of market intelligence from customer data)
35%

30%
40%

Algorithmic trading (i.e., either real-time or a combination of real-time and predictive analytics to help make real-time
trading decisions and strategies)
38%

Real-time analytics for the purposes of consumer analytics (e.g., gathering real-time customer behavior intelligence)
9%

46%
31%

Risk management automation (e.g., the monitoring, identi�cation and prioritisation of risks related to regulation,
credit worthiness of customers, competition, investors, etc.)
18%

27%
24%

56%

Real-time analytics for the purposes of fraud detection (e.g., detection of market manipulation
or unusual �nancial transaction)
27%

21%
18%

Enhanced personalization and customization (e.g., analysis of customers'
digital experience, preferences and interests to help steer improvements
to customers' digital interactions)

29%

6%
28%

banks and other financial institutions
see such tools as worthy of further
investment, and many are pursuing
several targets simultaneously as
they develop their data strategies.
For example, while customer data
management is seen as important
(according to 25% of banks and other
financial institutions), so too are the
possibilities offered by analytics, for
everything from risk management
automation (34%) to future price
shifts or stock market movement
(34%), real-time trading decisions
(30%) and fraud detection (28%).
In many ways, all of these elements
overlap and can benefit customers, as
the director of strategy and innovation
at a financial institution in the UK
points out: “It is important to give
customers the right experience, and
personalization is the best way to go
about that. The experience defines
whether a customer perceives a
transaction as smooth and secure.
Predictive analytics is useful for this,
offering new knowledge into usage,
and this will drive investment for the
next few years.”
It’s interesting to note that, while
fintech corporates are not prioritizing
investment in predictive analytics
within their own businesses, they
are confident this will drive analytics
investment in financial services as a
whole. These technologies may have
an increasingly important role to play in
the strategy of financial services firms,
offering a scientific view of emerging
trends among customers, markets
and other business drivers.

Fintech corporate
PE/VC active in
�ntech investment
Bank and �nancial
institution

of fintech firms say the
opportunity to enhance
their customer data
management—from
transaction data to
social media posts—
will most likely drive
their investment in
data analytics over
the next two years
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Section 04
Confronting deal challenges
Challenges are expected in any transaction, but buying and
selling fintech businesses involves unique hurdles that can
threaten the deal—or undermine its subsequent success—
if the acquirer lacks the relevant experience or expertise.

65%

of �ntech corporates say they
have come up against regulatory
approval issues when
conducting �ntech M&A.

61%

CONFRONTING DEAL CHALLENGES

of banks and other �nancial institutions
say they found valuing the target very
di�cult in their latest �ntech deal.

67%

of PE/VC investors say conducting
thorough due diligence concerning
intellectual property was very
di�cult in their latest �ntech deal.

70%

of banks and other �nancial institutions
say their latest �ntech deal extended
their regulatory and compliance obligations.
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quarters (71%) of the respondents in
this study using such tools say they
added related contractual obligations
to their deal agreements.
Equally, it’s important not to
focus only on the technical issues—
cultural barriers to successful fintech
M&A are significant too.
“The integration of different
cultural systems should be well
planned out before bidding or it can
produce some major problems,”
warns the managing director of a
Hong Kong-based private equity
firm active in fintech investment.
“Some fintech M&A targets are
rigid in their working habits and can
be difficult to convince to make
the necessary adjustments for
integration,” adds a partner in a
VC firm based in the UK.
The financial services industry is
similarly daunted by these challenges.
For example, banks—because they
are the most conservative group in
their approach to M&A—are least
likely to use common tools to their
advantage. They are the most likely
to use earn-outs to protect price, but
don’t often use representations and
warranties insurance, open source
scans or revesting, and they have
more claims against warranties. This
approach may increase the challenge
of executing deals, especially for
those with multiple bidders.
THE GREATEST CHALLENGES
IN FINTECH M&A

In a rapidly evolving market
sector where buyers have to
make calculated bets on winning
technologies, investors are well
aware of the challenges standing in
the way of good decision-making.
“It is not easy to get all the variables
in a fintech M&A deal right,” warns
a partner in a Singapore-based VC
firm. “It is all about being selective and
tactful in gauging details accurately.”
The risks inherent in fintech dealmaking are high, particularly given the
premium valuations many businesses
now command, says Ropes & Gray’s
Jacobson: “That requires not only
the ability to conduct detailed due
diligence, but also to be forward
looking about why you’re buying
the target company. Especially for
banks and other financial institutions,

FIGURE 21: IN YOUR FINTECH DEALS, HAVE YOU
USED OR EXPERIENCED ANY OF THE FOLLOWING?
(ALL THAT APPLY*)
Regulatory approval requirements
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45%
55%

Representations and warranties insurance
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Disputes over working capital calculations
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41%
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Breach of warranty claims
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Pre-signing of open-source scans
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*Top five results shown only

FIGURE 22: IN YOUR FINTECH DEALS, HAVE YOU
USED OR EXPERIENCED ANY OF THE FOLLOWING?
(ALL THAT APPLY*)
Regulatory approval requirements
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North America
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*Top five results shown only

CONFRONTING DEAL CHALLENGES

“One aspect of fintech that is
different from many others is the
effect of market and regulatory
lock-in,” says Ropes & Gray’s Black.
“Products and markets are all highly
regulated and have to be hypersecure; once you build something, it
is very hard to change. Problems not
spotted before a deal can therefore
be difficult to manage, and even
where they are spotted, mitigation
may not be straightforward.”
For example, almost two-thirds
of fintech corporates (65%) say they
have come up against regulatory
approval issues when conducting
M&A, while 55% and 45% of banks and
other financial institutions and PE/VC
investors, respectively, say the same.
With technology taking center
stage in ongoing international
trade disputes between the United
States and China—as well as
being increasingly seen by some
governments as a national security
issue—these figures may increase.
Concern about the monopolistic
positions of large technology
companies is only likely to add to the
regulatory hurdles for fintech M&A.
Issues may also be related
to deal terms. Given the relative
immaturity of many fintech
businesses, disputes may arise during
or after the transaction. Indeed, a
significant proportion of respondents
cite issues around working capital
calculations and breach of warranty.
This is one reason why so many say
they have used representations and
warranties insurance—62% in the
case of fintech corporates. Such
cover is most commonly used in the
Asia-Pacific region.
One trend is the use of open
source scans during the due
diligence process. With software
products and technology stacks now
incorporating many open source
components, there may be complex
licensing and inter-dependency
issues to consider. These have the
potential to cause real difficulties
following the acquisition.
Source code scanning tools can
uncover open source code that has
been incorporated within software
tools and platforms and even identify
modifications that developers may
have deployed. Almost three-
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FIGURE 23: COMPARED TO PREMIUMS IN YOUR NON-FINTECH DEALS, PREMIUMS IN YOUR FINTECH DEALS ARE...
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FIGURE 24: COMPARED TO PREMIUMS IN YOUR NON-FINTECH DEALS, PREMIUMS IN YOUR FINTECH DEALS ARE...
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technology deals involve higher
valuation multiples than traditional
asset management deals, and they
frequently involve companies that are
inherently harder to value due to being
earlier stage and generally operating
without the process and regulatory
constraints of larger buyers.”
In fact, pricing is a significant
issue for all three groups surveyed.
Valuing fintech companies at an
early stage of maturity requires the
buyer to speculate on their long-term
strategic value, often with little

evidence of established revenues on
which to base this work. No wonder,
then, that 61% of banks and other
financial institutions and 53% of
fintech corporates say pricing was a
very difficult challenge to manage in
their last transaction —more than
any other option.
Combining this challenge with
higher values increases difficulty.
“Technology multiples, in general,
have already crept up significantly,”
says Ropes and Gray’s Issadore.
“To get into the fintech space, many

buyers are willing to pay top dollar for
businesses that can demonstrate a
solid track record. Businesses that
are still consolidating and working
out the kinks as they roll things
up might be seeing slightly lower
valuations—but overall, valuations
are definitely high.
“Higher valuations require
increased attention to detail in
diligence that goes beyond standard
financial and legal diligence,” he adds.
“In many fintech deals, the risks
around the business model can be
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FIGURE 25: IN YOUR LAST FINTECH M&A DEAL, DID YOU FIND THE FOLLOWING CHALLENGE DIFFICULT TO MANAGE?
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diligence on data protection was an
even bigger challenge.
Diligence in general was a
common theme across all three
buyer groups, with the constant
threat of cyberattacks and increasing
regulation on data, including the EU’s
recently implemented General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR), no
doubt preoccupying their concerns.
“Real-time activity, risk solutions,
and mapping of customer concerns,
as well as immediate solutions or
measures to address those concerns,

Very di�cult

9%

Quite di�cult
Not di�cult

will all be fintech trends in the next five
years,” says the managing director of
a PE/VC active in fintech investment
in the U.S.
“Data management tools and
applications are set to evolve faster
than expected. These will be crucial to
the development of the industry.”
On other challenges, the picture
varies. PE firms are the most likely
investor type to find difficulty in or
be challenged by open source due
diligence, in part due to experience
with open source issues.
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more critical than typical quality of
earnings or contingent liability issues.”
As with any technology
investment, buyers are making
informed assumptions about which
technology will win out and searching
for management teams with a clear
vision for the business and the future.
Some 61% of PE and VC
investors also say appropriately
valuing a target and structuring
payments are very difficult
challenges, although for two-thirds
of these buyers, conducting due

21%
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FIGURE 26: IN YOUR LAST FINTECH M&A DEAL, DID YOU FIND THE FOLLOWING CHALLENGE DIFFICULT TO MANAGE?
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For fintech corporations,
meanwhile, which are likely to have
less experience with M&A and may
have strong individual cultures,
integrating the target into their
business is significantly challenging.
For banks and other financial
institutions, conducting due
diligence on intellectual property has
represented a new and significant
challenge. Ropes & Gray’s Black urges
all organizations to focus on IP at an
early stage of the deal process: “In
the fintech space, IP diligence and
valuation become very challenging.
You have a market that is hypersensitive to IP risk because of lock-in—
even things you would normally say
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21%
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aren’t worth anything might actually
be real exposures—and you have
companies and organizations that
have not yet culturally moved to the
type of rigorous documentation
and procedures that build an easily
analyzed portfolio.”
Other widely shared anxieties
about deal-making include the
potential for regulatory change or
new legislation that could undermine
the prospects of target companies.
That might include financial services
regulation, with authorities around the
world now considering how to respond
to evolving market developments in
areas such as artificial intelligence,
automation and distributed ledger

9%

15%

Very di�cult

9%

Quite di�cult
Not di�cult

technologies. Or it might include
legislation in areas such as data
protection and privacy, as well as digital
rights, all of which are climbing the
agenda in many countries.
“Regulatory scrutiny over
the use of fintech in financial
services, specifically as it relates
to data privacy and cybersecurity,
is huge,” points out Paulita Pike
from Ropes & Gray. “Anybody in
asset management, for example,
who delves into the fintech space
will have to deal with regulatory
expectations around how that
technology is going to be monitored,
how it can be kept safe, how client
information is going to be protected,
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FIGURE 27: IN YOUR LAST FINTECH M&A DEAL, DID YOU FIND THE FOLLOWING CHALLENGE DIFFICULT TO MANAGE?
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might become less attractive in
the future because their activities
or technologies are targeted by
regulators. Buyers are conducting
risk assessments in this area before
moving forward with deals.
Indeed, many respondents are
acutely aware that their fintech
M&A activities are already opening
them up to additional regulatory
responsibilities. While acquiring new
capabilities, they are also taking on
an additional compliance burden.
With this burden set to grow, the
case for certain deals may be further
undermined.
Banks and other financial
institutions, already suffering after

12%

21%

Very di�cult

12%

Quite di�cult
Not di�cult

a decade of regulatory reform,
are especially wary of this threat,
with 70% noting their most recent
deal extended their obligations.
But significant numbers of fintech
corporates (59%) and PE and VC firms
(64%) have also been affected.
The key in addressing
challenges is to think both broadly and
specifically, says the group CFO of one
Danish fintech: “There are challenges
that are specific to each deal and to
each target acquisition. Integrating
a target and delivering a combined
model that will be useful in the long
run is important, and we set out clear
performance milestones and deal with
any anomalies that emerge.”
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and whether the new technology
creates vulnerabilities—and, if so,
how to address them. This requires
a far greater focus on an area that is
not the industry’s bread and butter.”
Pike adds, “This may be one
reason asset management has been
treading so carefully into this world; it
needs to be sure the fintech industry
itself has corralled any potential
issues and that the regulators are
working to mitigate any significant
problems that might then yield
reputational concerns.”
More than three-quarters of
the respondents to this survey
have sought to address concerns
that a business acquired today
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Section 05
Conclusion
With the pace of fintech M&A now set to accelerate, how do key players in
the market plan for deal success? Given their different deal motivations, the
answers will vary, with different challenges and opportunities for each group.

CONCLUSION

CONFRONTING DEAL CHALLENGES

For banks and other financial institutions, the key now
is to develop a strategic plan for technology investment:
what competencies and capabilities does the business
need to remain competitive, should those attributes be
developed organically or through M&A, and where the
answer is a deal, which target companies offer the best fit?
In addition, the ability to integrate targets will be a key point
of differentiation.
For fintech businesses, the questions are slightly
different. Does the key to growth lie in organic development
or some form of M&A aimed at achieving scale more rapidly?

If the latter, should the business be pursuing consolidation
opportunities by making acquisitions, or is some form of
partnership with a larger financial services business—or even
a sale to such an organization—now the best option?
Finally, for PE and VC firms, the hunt for value is now
challenging. Identifying investment opportunities at a fair
price where there is potential to create additional value,
perhaps as part of a portfolio of fintech businesses, will
become more difficult as the market continues to heat up.
Deal-makers will need to be well-prepared, nimble and
far-sighted.
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About
Ropes & Gray’s
fintech experience

Ropes & Gray’s multidisciplinary fintech team draws upon the capabilities and
resources from practice groups across the firm to offer clients integrated,
strategic and practical advice related to securities regulation, intellectual
property, M&A, regulated investment management, banking, tax planning,
privacy and cybersecurity, capital markets, insurance, and related risk
management and litigation.
Through decades of experience handling complex matters for financial
services and technology clients, our multidisciplinary team has a deep
understanding of the trends and issues facing clients both emerging and
established in the fintech industry. We combine legal knowledge with a
strong understanding of our clients’ business needs to advise on a range
of regulatory and transactional issues related to blockchain, artificial
intelligence, cryptocurrencies, initial coin offerings (ICOs), big data,
insurtech, information technology, compliance technology (regtech),
robo-advisors and P2P tech. Our team has advised a wide range of clients,
both private and public, on fintech issues. Our clients include global banks,
payment processing and blockchain technology companies, and asset
managers such as hedge funds, private investment funds and investment
management firms.
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